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This is primarily a historical discussion of reading pedagogy in the early modern period in 
England.1
The relevance of this line of investigation for literacy education debates in Australia should be 
apparent. Policy decisions about the introduction of schemes for teaching reading are often based 
on the (mistaken) assumption that many of the current methods emerged during this century, or 
were invented during the past three decades. This results in the repetition of ideas and approaches 
over many centuries, and although each approach has its benefits (therefore the repetition is not 
always detrimental to learning) the expectation of the benefits of each approach tends to be 
overestimated in the absence of knowledge of historical precedents. This appears to result in a 
‘backlash’ effect: that is, when the ‘new’ approach, launched with enthusiasm and hope, fails in 
unexpected or unanticipated ways, the reaction is extreme in its condemnation, resulting in the 
complete – although in historical terms, short-lived – dismissal of the ‘failed’ scheme and the 
introduction of something else which is considered to be new. 
 It provides a preliminary outline of the methods and texts used by teachers during the 
1500s to teach girls and boys to read English, as described by a group of influential schoolmasters 
who produced guides to education throughout the sixteenth century, guides that were reprinted 
many times during the following two centuries, and in some cases were still in print in the 
nineteenth century. In focusing on these durable texts I hope to demonstrate some instances of an 
emerging personal comportment, by which I mean the appearance of particular ways of conducting 
the self. The forms of conduct discussed below combined piety with secular literacy competencies 
and invited a separation of civil conduct and ‘personal’ (often religious) beliefs in the interests of 
efficient and peaceful administration of diverse populations. These new techniques for conducting 
the self were being invented and installed (albeit in an ad hoc, non-developmental fashion) through 
the conjunction of a range of political, legal, educational, religious and bureaucratic strategies for 
establishing, or attempting to establish, the ‘common-weal’ in England in the sixteenth century. 
The second point of relevance for literacy debates in this country relates to the absence of 
historical work on beginning reading pedagogy in Australia. The preliminary discussion presented 
here is part of a larger project which will explore the introduction and deployment of reading 
schemes in New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria. However, since the schemes, texts and, in 
some cases, the teachers of beginning reading in Australia were imported directly from Britain 
during the period when the colonies were establishing state funded education systems, it seemed 
sensible to begin with the English scene. 
The third point of relevance relates to the line of argument advanced through the paper. In 
treating literacy techniques as ‘machines’ capable of redeployment in changing circumstances, 
rather than as sets of ideological practices encompassing relations of domination, I have followed 
the lead of ethics work which is already well advanced in Australia. The possible links between 
different pedagogies and the formation and deployment of different types of learners, or persons, 
has been taken up in some recent publications which focus on institutional and bureaucratic aspects 
of education and their relationship to person formation.2 This ‘ethics approach’ differs from related 
work in the field in several significant ways. First, it is not particularly interested in subjecting the 
operations and effects of specific practices to a mode of ‘problematisation’; rather, it aims to track 
the historical migration and deployment of particular strategies and techniques which serve as 
mechanisms for specific types of personal comportment. Second: it is not concerned with the post-
Kantian ‘subject’, either in the guise of a fully realised individual, or in the guise of the moral 
community. Rather, taking leads from Mauss3 and Foucault4 the work in the field of ‘techniques for 
living’ examines the particular milieux within which those practices for relating to and cultivating the 
‘ethical self’ are conducted.5
One such milieu is the beginning reading classroom. While beginning reading pedagogies are 
highly effective disciplinary technologies which have functioned for centuries, their interest lies in 
the means by which they became attached to particular forms of conduct at particular times. For 
example, the modern self-reflective and self-developing child is an effect of a form of education in 
which children are systematically enabled to adopt social norms as personal values. The 
governmental organisation of beginning reading pedagogy within the new invention of state funded 
‘universal’ education in England in the early part of the nineteenth century required carefully 
planned and administered learning experiences which allowed the emergence of precisely this form 
of the child. A central feature of these new educational institutions was the non-coercive 
relationship between the child and the sympathetic teacher. In organising an environment in which 
children could discover their values and their selves, through carefully planned and administered 
pedagogical experiences and interactions, nineteenth century educational reformers provided the 
means by which pedagogies could be attached to certain forms of conduct and to the development 
of particular sets of abilities. Therefore, although, as I hope to demonstrate below, these 
‘progressive’ techniques and strategies for teaching reading have a long history in English, and in 
England – one stretching at least as far back as the sixteenth century – it is their organisation within 
governmental formations which provided the means for attaching them to particular ways of 
conducting the self. 
 
It is the ‘ethical’ work, then, rather than that deriving from ‘critical’ or philosophical theories, 
which acts as a guide here to an exploration of questions related to the teaching of beginning 
reading in English in England. The points addressed include the methods and rationales for teaching 
reading, and the relationship of these to the formation of particular comportments and capacities. I 
approach these questions through a preliminary examination of the personal conduct, the accounts 
of method, and discussions of the purposes of learning to read provided by schoolmasters whose 
works were published during the sixteenth century. I then speculate on the connections between 
this early work on beginning reading pedagogy and discussions of method and rationale which have 
appeared in more recent times. In confining this investigation to the kinds of personal comportment 
suggested by specific aspects of beginning reading pedagogy elaborated through the publications of 
selected educators writing from the sixteenth century, I attempt first to demonstrate that the 
particular methods, techniques and approaches of current beginning reading pedagogy have been 
available to educators at least since the sixteenth century. Second: I suggest that specific forms of 
personal comportment emerge from governmental developments in education, rather than from 
progressive philosophies of child development or from ideological forces acting on behalf of the 
bourgeoisie. 
One tentative conclusion that can be drawn from the historical documents examined here is 
that literacy education is not the story of a progression over centuries up the ladder of ever-
increasing understanding of how best to teach beginning reading. Rather, it is the record of a series 
of uncertain recombinations of various, already existing techniques for teaching reading intersecting 
with a range of other governmental strategies, resulting in what we now recognise as a more or less 
successful pedagogy for securing early literacy for the majority of the population through the vehicle 
of popular schooling. In addition, the pedagogical strategies, which were only in their infancy in 
terms of public debate in sixteenth century England, were to have far-reaching consequences for the 
appearance of a now familiar personal comportment characterised by a set of techniques for 
relating to the self: introspection; self-reflection; self-regulation. It is along these lines that I plan to 
open a discussion of the effects of the types of pedagogical techniques being debated in the 
sixteenth century on the formation of particular types of conduct which became attached to those 
citizens destined to staff the emerging bureaucracies of England. 
Before doing that, I think it is worthwhile for the development of the argument presented 
here to provide a brief gloss of Ian Hunter’s discussion of four doctrinal elements of Kantian 
critique.6
In addition to informing pedagogy, the requirement to mistrust or suspend experiential 
judgements informs many critical research discussions in the field of literacy education. For instance, 
critical accounts of literacy teaching doubt the veracity of education practices by uncovering their 
hidden agenda and drawing attention to their inequalities in terms of social class and ethnicity.
 By doing this, I hope to be able to situate current critical work on literacy education in a 
way which focuses on both its productivity and its limitations, and on its relationship to parallel 
projects (that is, ethics work) which are shaped by a focus on personhood. Hunter argues that the 
post-Kantian doctrine of criticism has played a central role in setting intellectual agendas within the 
critical humanities academy. He identifies four doctrinal elements of this critique: a pedagogical 
strategy which demands of students that they mistrust or suspend experiential judgements, in order 
to look for the conditions of truth in themselves (this is a central or prime feature); a distinction 
between the way things ‘are’ and the way they ‘ought to be’, which produces a subordination of 
empirical experiences to their intellectual realisation; a targeting of the positive knowledges for their 
deluded belief that empirical experience represents reality; a hermeneutic and developmental view 
of history – ‘if empirical experiences are manifestations of intellectual activity, and if what happens 
is only a partial realisation of what ought to happen, then historical events become ‘signs’ of man’s 
moral-intellectual development’ (29). 
7 
Critical historical studies purport to indicate the extent of the fraud: access to literacy education, so 
the argument goes, has always been available on the basis of social class and gender; it has shaped, 
in oppressive ways, the lives of its apprentices through text selection, teaching methods and 
examination processes; it has been the gatekeeper – sorting and differentiating between groups of 
students on the basis of social class, gender, ethnicity – determining the social destinations of 
successive generations of students.8
The promise of an intellectual realisation of the moral and political dimensions of literacy 
education provides the ground for utopian claims for an emancipatory practice: keywords in critical 
 
literacy research are ‘agency’, ‘plurality’, ‘difference’. The emancipatory possibility of this form of 
literacy education is set against its ‘other’: the directive, interventionist, functional, instrumental 
literacy practice (or positivist pedagogy) which limits human creativity and freedom. Productions of 
these divisions through historical work leads researchers to assume a developmental progression 
from teaching reading through the drilling of skills until the young learner has a repertoire of 
strategies for reading words and sentences, to teaching reading as a set of cognitive processes which 
require students to understand the structure of language in order to be able to decode its various 
levels, to teaching reading through meaning making strategies which invite the student to reflect on 
the relationship between the text, personal experience and the possibility of the world being other 
than it appears to be. 
 
Teaching beginning reading 
Very few empirical histories of the teaching of reading in early England are available, however, 
those that have been produced provide a reminder of the dangers of describing the social and 
political functions of early literacy education in terms of the dialectic of ideology.9
A further lesson provided by historical documents is that the success or otherwise of the novel 
combinations of existing techniques for teaching beginning reading did not depend on theoretical 
coherence or on a carefully argued rationale, as the fate of the work of the great spelling reformers 
of the sixteenth century reminds us. Despite the apparent coherence of the theory, John Hart's
 The first point to 
note is that the full range of methods available for teaching beginning reading today appear to have 
been in circulation in sixteenth century England. Access to these methods was limited by cost and 
technology and by the lack of a comprehensive training system for teachers, but nevertheless they 
were widely debated and often implemented if tracts and pamphlets, educational guides and 
forewords to spelling primers are to count as evidence. This does not mean that nothing ever 
changes; there is no doubt that the beginning reading classroom of today works very differently 
from its sixteenth century counterpart. What it does suggest, however, is that history does not 
provide a guide to the linear development of increasingly better methods for teaching reading, 
rather, it provides instances of the adaptation, combination and migration of existing teaching 
techniques to form ‘new’ approaches in response to a number of other, often quite unexpected and 
contingent factors. Its successes, far from being linked to method, are far more likely to depend on 
governmental factors such as the provision of adequately trained teachers, compulsory school 
attendance, a publicly funded school system, and administrative practices which support and 
promote these systems. 
10 
(1551) reformed spelling system was not adopted and neither were those of the rival systems of the 
time. Instead, piecemeal adaptations of traditional methods were made in the classrooms in 
response to the micro institutional demands of the day and in conjunction with the wider social 
agendas of governments (for example, King Henry VIII’s committee to devise a standardised Latin 
Grammar and English Primer, and subsequent statutes determining their use). Elisha Coles’11 spelling 
book which appeared in 1674 provided a four column format which facilitated the memorisation of 
words and their variations without requiring children to learn sets of rules and exceptions, but this 
procedure was not systematically adopted until the twentieth century (the Western Australian 
spelling text, ‘My Word Book’ still widely used in upper primary classrooms appears to me to be a 
direct descendant of Coles’ seventeenth century text). 
Although the most popular method for teaching reading for several centuries was the 
imitative approach whereby children learnt to recognise and say the alphabet, followed by syllables 
and so on until they could decipher a sentence, other approaches which became more popular in 
the twentieth century were available during earlier eras. These include the ‘whole sentence 
method’, which as its name suggests, began with the sentence, as opposed to the preferred method 
which began with the letters of the alphabet and progressed to sentences; phonics approaches 
which taught the vocal sounds of letters and their various combinations, rather than the ‘name’ of 
the letter; experiential methods where children were taught from ‘pictures’ and from ‘objects’ which 
had labels attached, and where drawing, singing and story-telling were the basic elements of the 
lesson. The various adaptations and combinations of these methods with particular pedagogical 
formations have to my knowledge never been tracked historically, but it appears from the 
publications in English of a number of discussions of education (examined below) that by the late 
1500s the various adaptations were being put to work (within religious education) in the interests of 
producing a particular type of person necessary for the functioning of the emergent city states. 
 
Personal comportment 
The personal and professional conduct required of the person who had undertaken an 
education, which did not take as its goal the production of people suited to work within the Church, 
was marked by a combination of oratory skills and ethical dispositions suited to their participation in 
the commercial and administrative spheres of the city state. According to Charles Hoole, writing in 
1660, ‘pronunciation is what sets out a man, and is sufficient of itself to make one an Oratour’.12
Generally, though, within the ‘common’ schools the focus of beginning reading methods was 
on two things: the teaching of sight reading, which usually began with the recognition of letters or 
the ABC, then of words, and finally of sentences, and the correct pronunciation of letters, words and 
 We 
know most about the comportment of males who contributed to these spheres, but records of the 
spectacular successes in the teaching of literacy in the fifteenth century are mainly attached to 
women, or more precisely, to girls: it was not uncommon for fourteen-year-old girls of a certain 
social class to be fluent in five languages including Greek and Latin, the most notable of which were 
Princess Elizabeth (later Queen Elizabeth I); the ill-fated Lady Jane Grey; and Ann Cooke, the 
teenaged girl who was to become the mother of Francis Bacon. The links with social class and the 
availability of private tutors are obvious, but that equation is not as straightforward as it seems since 
many of the tutors of these skills also occupied the position of schoolmaster in ‘endowed’ or Church-
based schools which provided free instruction in basic literacy for children from most classes of 
society, and were themselves derived from social backgrounds below that of the landowners and the 
nobility. The girls’ successes are attributed in most accounts to a combination of their outstanding 
aptitude for reading and writing and to their tutors’ exceptional skill in teaching. It appears that the 
tutors of these female child prodigies were deploying the types of pedagogies adapted from pastoral 
traditions, combined with renovations of rhetorical curricula being undertaken at the time in 
Germany. They were also the tutors/schoolmasters who wrote for the first time in English about 
these new methods and their vision of a new era in teaching. 
sentences culminating in the ‘perfect’ recitation of set passages. These were the two unchanging foci 
of beginning reading methods from the time when Pope Gregory despatched Augustine to set up 
Song Schools in England in 597 through to the twentieth century. What had changed over the 
centuries was the use to which these objectives were put. When beginning reading was attached to 
religious conversion and to the maintenance of piety in populations it worked through a 
combination of moral precepts taught through the texts used for beginning reading – by the primer 
which consisted in the main of the ABC, followed by the Lord’s Prayer – and ‘recitation’ which taught 
the correct pronunciation of words. By the sixteenth century, the state was becoming more 
interested in putting new combinations and adaptations of these skills to work in the interests of 
administrative and commercial ends. I will take one brief instance of this new interest in the set of 
hitherto pious practices by concentrating on the educational reforms of King Henry VIII. 
Strangely, perhaps, King Henry VIII is widely acknowledged by historians of education through 
to the end of the nineteenth century as one of England’s most effective and positive educational 
reformers. He advocated free education for children of both sexes from mixed social origins and he 
had his daughter Elizabeth included in all of the teaching offered to his son Edward, including an 
education in Latin. But it is at the level of policy implementation and strategic governmental 
intervention that he had most effect in reforming the education system and the teaching of reading 
in particular. William Lily’s Latin grammar text, probably written around 1528, but first published in 
1540, was a result of Henry’s commissioning of a committee to produce a ‘standard’ Latin grammar 
text. It was the first attempt to construct a ‘universal’ curriculum in order to overcome the problem 
of teacher mobility which was linked to discontinuities in learning. There was widespread concern at 
the time regarding disruptions to schooling caused by the resignation or death of a schoolmaster 
who was teaching from a particular text. Increasing both the speed and the ‘pleasure’ of learning to 
read English and Latin were among the common educational concerns of the time. Lily’s book, a 
standardised text for teaching Latin grammar, was one of the publishing success stories of the 
century. Promoted first by King Henry VIII, then by Edward VI and by Elizabeth I, it sold around 
10,000 copies per year and continued as the standard text until the middle of the eighteenth 
century, remaining in occasional use through the nineteenth century, particularly in Australia. It is 
difficult to gauge the impact of these types of texts, but the standardisation and subsequent 
adoption of beginning reading texts (or ‘primers’) and grammar texts is generally credited with 
providing better access and success in the acquisition of early literacy skills during this period. 
In another attempt to provide a standardised teaching texts and easier access to literacy 
education, Henry VIII authorised a beginning reading text or ‘Primer’ in English, which: 
...  every schoolmaster and bringerup of young beginners in learning, next after their A, 
B, C, now by us also set forth, do teach this Primer, or book of ordinary prayers unto 
them in English; and that the youth customably and ordinarily use the same until they 
be of competent understanding and knowledge to perceive it in Latin.13
Printed around 1538, this early example of an English reading book was typical of the type of 
text which was used at the time and was to be used for several centuries. The first line of the 
beginning reading books invariably began with the shape of a cross followed by the letters of the 
alphabet (sometimes referred to as the ‘criss-cross row’), followed by the vowels, then the syllables, 
the Creed, and the Pater Noster. This is the form of the facsimile of the first extant reading Primer, 
 
printed on paper in the 1530s and held by the British Library. Variations included the addition of the 
Testaments and other religious texts. These Primers were adaptations of other beginning reading 
texts which listed the alphabet and the vowels written on parchment which were attached to a 
(usually) rectangular piece of wood, about the size of a modern book with a handle at the bottom, 
and were called ‘Horn-books’. One of the earliest accounts of a Horn-book is made in a late 
fourteenth century poem:  
Quan a chyld to scole xal set be, 
A bok hym is browt, 
naylyd on a brede of tre,  
That men callyt an abece, ... 
Red letter in parchemyn, 
Makyth a chyld good and fyn, 
Lettrys to loke and se.14
The phrase, ‘loke and se’ scans as ‘look and C’ but could easily be read as an equivalent of the 
modern phrase associated with some approaches to teaching reading which are called the ‘look and 
say method’. To ‘see’ a letter in the fourteenth century was to ‘say’ the letter. The habit of reading 
silently was not installed until the turn of the sixteenth century, and even then only on special 
occasions. It is likely that this scholar was learning the ABC either as a preliminary to reading French, 
since that was the only vernacular language allowed in English schools prior to 1349, or for the 
acquisition of Latin. The innovation of Henry VIII’s Primer is that it was in English and its 
‘authorisation’ meant that it actively promoted the idea that children should be taught basic literacy 
skills in English, either as a preliminary to moving onto Latin, or as a ‘stand alone’ set of skills suitable 
to the needs of this clientele for running small commercial and domestic operations. It also marked 
one of the points at which the uncoupling of the intellectual skills attached to the Church (literacies 
based in classics) and those which would be a aligned in future with the interests of the state 
(literacies based in the vernacular) emerged as a part of the repertoire of the new person. These 
initiatives, carried out by English Protestant monarchs, were aimed at reforming the Church and its 
educational institutions with a view to using the Church as an instrument of government. 
 
In summary, the educational reforms of Henry VIII included the standardisation of the 
curriculum through the development and adoption of standard reading and grammar texts; the 
promotion of the teaching of English; the endowment and devitalisation of an already existing, 
extensive but under-resourced school system; and the closure of the monasteries in England. The 
latter was executed with such administrative efficiency that there was very little violence or civil 
unrest. Some early nineteenth century historians tended to view this move as a retrograde step in 
terms of education but by the early twentieth century, A.F. Leach had provided sufficient historical 
grounds to discount this assumption.15 By drawing on evidence regarding the numbers of students, 
the amount of schooling and the type of pedagogy deployed in the monasteries at the time of their 
closure, Leach was able to demonstrate that they played a negligible part in the education of the 
population. The monasteries were instead drawing from the local communities a disproportionate 
amount of resources in the form of tithes, money which could be put to much better use 
establishing schools in communities. 
But of just as much importance, although not noted by historians, is that Henry VIII appears to 
have recognised the need for a different type of literate person in his encouragement of 
schoolmasters like Roger Ascham and his lauding of skills hitherto considered to be outside the 
requirements of the Church, such as the attachment of writing to the business of the state, the need 
for a population literate in the English language, and the need for physical dexterity. None of these 
criteria fitted the requirements of the Church, but all met with the needs of a state which found 
itself in times where ‘able bodied’ men from indifferent social backgrounds with the right mix of 
piety and rhetoric could work alongside the nobility to achieve the newly emerging bureaucratic and 
administrative goals of the state by entering into the professional and commercial life of the cities 
and towns.16
The educational initiatives undertaken by Henry VIII serve as a reminder of first, the 
unevenness of human activity, and second, the emergence of a new form of education, one which 
differed greatly from university and monastic education, and from the type of pastoral education 
taking place in the Church-run schools for the children of general, rather than the elite, 
communities. This new form of education was underwriting the emergence of a personal 
comportment marked by inner discipline and a detached view of the requirements for effective civil 
government, a comportment removed from the traditional requirements of the Church. For the next 
century at least, following the efforts of the reforming English Protestant monarchs, the Church and 
state maintained a reasonably unified front in the provision of basic education for the people at the 
elementary level, an education that increasingly served the interests of government in disciplining 
specific populations; and an education (for boys of good social standing) that served the newfound 
need of the state for an effective corps of civil servants to administer the new bureaucracies, run the 
commercial interests and devise and implement policies of state. A commonly held vision (at least 
outside the Church) of a universal, comprehensive, publicly funded elementary school system was 
widely circulated throughout the sixteenth century in England, however, it had to wait until the 
nineteenth century to find the right combination of government, economic and social circumstances 
to become a reality. 
 While not linked with the forms of religious education described above, the work of 
Ascham and his contemporaries was significant in that it formed the core of an education for the 
emerging civil elite: an education which would eventually marry a literary education with a morally 
formative one based on an ethos of inner restraint and detached civil service. 
 
What can we learn from the texts and methods of the early teachers of beginning reading? 
Before examining an example of a sixteenth century guide to teaching reading, I want to 
present a series of vignettes related to teaching from different historical eras by way of briefly 
identifying some migrating regulatory techniques. In 1770, Lady Fenn of London provided advice to 
young mothers on how best to instil the rudiments of spelling, reading and grammar: 
In short, I view the mother as mistress of the revels among her little people: I say 
among, since she will find, that to engage, occasionally, in their plays, is the most 
effective method of regulating their ideas and tempers.17
This idea, currently attached to national, publicly funded school systems in England and 
Australia (to name but two examples) is reiterated by David Stow, who coined the phrase ‘the 
 
uncovered schoolroom’ to describe the playground of the new schools in which ‘the teacher should 
accompany his children, not as a spy but as a companion, to lead and join in their sports...and gain 
new and peculiar insight into child-character’.18
Several hundred years in advance of Lady Fenn’s and David Stow’s pronouncements on the 
self-regulatory benefits for children of adult surveillance of their play, Gilbert of Sempringham, 
teaching somewhere between 1090 and 1180 is reported by Capgrave as being: 
 
...a master of learning to the small petites, such as learn to read, spell and sing. He 
taught the children not only their lessons on the book but also how to play in a seemly 
manner. He instructed them to be honest and joyful, without shouting or excessive 
noise, in their games.19
Similarly, A.F. Leach invites consideration of an anecdote from Bede of an incident which 
occurred sometime in the sixth century when Heribald (later Abbot of Tynemouth) and some lay 
youths were out riding with their teacher, Bishop John (later St John of Beverley). They began to 
pester him to let them race their horses against each other. At first the Bishop refused but 
eventually gave in and let all except Heribald race. Heribald, however, couldn’t hold his horse back 
and it bolted, injuring him in the process. Leach notes: 
 
... the precise point of this anecdote is somewhat obscure. But it is interesting for the 
historian of education to find the bishop thus going for a ride with his tribe of 
schoolboys just as Dr Burton at Winchester took his tribe of ten young noblemen-
commoners out hunting on Saints’ days in 1731.20
The question of why it is interesting for historians to note these events is not pursued by 
Leach, but in terms of this paper, these small reminders of the interest of teachers in the leisure 
pursuits of their young pupils are of use in that they provide evidence of the migration and 
adaptation of (in this case, pastoral) pedagogical strategies over vast periods of time. The use of 
subtle surveillance techniques for the covert regulation of children’s behaviour – so well deployed in 
current pedagogy – is not an invention of the twentieth or nineteenth centuries, but Gilbert of 
Sempringham, Lady Fenn, Bishop John, Dr Burton could only deploy this technique in isolation and as 
one of the many available strategies of their times, most of which were more overt and physical 
than this, for instilling particular moral and ethical comportments in their young charges. It was not 
until the designers of popular education adopted this technique, architecturally (in the form of the 
playground) and pedagogically (in the form of pastoral techniques currently best exemplified in the 
teaching of English) as a central requirement of a newly emergent school system that it was to have 
specific and long lasting effects in the emergence of a particular type of person. 
 
 
Making the person 
The guides for teachers and parents produced during the early modern period took as their 
explicit goal the provision of a set of precepts for person formation. Thomas Elyot’s book bore the 
title ‘The Boke named the Governour’ (1531) and was a treatise on the education required by the 
‘governors’ of a state.21 It set out a detailed curriculum of study, which included intellectual and 
artistic pursuits and physical education in addition to the usual scholarly subjects, and discussed 
political theory as well as the ideal moral and ethical standards to which a governor should aspire. At 
a more general level, the person envisaged by these writers who were also schoolmasters, 
administrators and bureaucrats (Elyot was an exception, he was a knight) was to have the capacity 
to take up positions in public life, in business and in the professions, by virtue of education rather 
than by virtue of birth, as it related to social class but not to gender. For complex reasons not 
pursued here, but taken up in their German context by Ian Hunter, there was an increasing emphasis 
during the sixteenth century on constructing the types of pedagogies which would equip a new 
secular elite to take up the expanding positions in business and the professions.22
The alignment of the needs of specific, emerging modern states with specially designed 
pedagogical practices was in contrast with previous alignments of pedagogies with the needs of the 
Church. Furthermore, the design and execution of these pedagogical practices were not under the 
direction of ‘the state’, but were used by the newly formed bureaucracies charged with the business 
of ensuring the smooth administration of political, economic and professional practice.  Generally, 
these newly designed pedagogies were cobbled together by secular teachers working within existing 
Church dominated school systems and there is no lack of historical evidence, in England at least, of 
the extent of this project which made its debut three decades into the sixteenth century with the 
publication of Thomas Elyot’s ‘The Governour’ and continued with Roger Ascham’s ‘The 
Schoolmaster’ (1570); Richard Mulcaster’s ‘Positions’ (1581); William Kempe’s ‘The Education of 
Children In Learning’ (1588’); and Edmund Coote’s ‘The English Schoolmaster’ (1596).
 Unlike previous 
pedagogies which were designed to equip the clergy for a contemplative life, the pedagogies being 
designed during the sixteenth century aimed at the formation of a different type of person, one who 
combined piety with a range of other capacities, including generalisable literacy skills in reading and 
writing specific types of texts related to commercial and legal transactions, and proper 
pronunciation and fluency (often in several languages) through oratory. In addition, manners, 
hygiene and guidelines for the proper conduct of the body in secular spaces were explicitly taught as 
part of the daily routine of the classroom. In combination, these provided a new set of capacities 
which enabled people from uncertain social backgrounds to take up public positions alongside the 
nobility, an integration of different social strata which had to occur if the state was to function 
productively for the times in which it found itself. 
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Although there is very little evidence of girls’ schooling and literacy levels during this period, 
and historians are undecided regarding the issue of how much and what type of schooling was 
available for girls during and prior to the sixteenth century, it seems that at the very least reading 
 Although all 
of these books were general guides to teaching they also included comments about the teaching of 
reading. There are many differences in the ways in which each text takes up the question of ‘best 
means’ by which to provide an education, but they did have the following things in common: they 
were all written in English which was not a very well favoured language for serious publications at 
the time, and they all vigorously promoted the teaching of English, in English. This ensured a wider 
audience by making them more accessible to the general reading population, and particularly to 
women, than texts written in Latin. All included physical education and/or drawing and music as part 
of the general curriculum (the belief of the day was that drawing and music was suited to girls’ 
education only, and physical activity was considered unseemly for scholars); and most were in 
favour of the free, generally inclusive, or ‘comprehensive’ school system, that is, one not tied to 
gender or social status. Finally, they were united in their insistence that the end of education is in 
the service of both God and state, or as some put it, in the service of the ‘common-weal’. 
education for girls outside of the ruling classes was a reality in most communities in England at the 
time of the Reformation.24
The problem in the sixteenth century (or any century prior to the introduction of compulsory 
schooling) centred on more on the reluctance of parents to send to school daughters and able-
bodied sons who were required for domestic or farm work. This relates to the lament of 
schoolmasters of the day that schools were attracting weak-bodied males, and not necessarily the 
‘best minds’ of both sexes. It is fair to say, though, that part of parental reluctance to take advantage 
of the schools in their communities was the level of physical violence most parents (quite justifiably) 
perceived to be a part of education, but particularly a part of reading education. Each of the 
educational tracts mentioned here addresses this issue by warning teachers against the use of 
physical discipline and by providing what appear to be, even to twentieth century readers, very 
progressive strategies for successful teaching without recourse to beatings. In each case, the 
sixteenth century educators exhort the teacher to know the nature of the student and to be guided 
by that in the design of appropriate teaching strategies. 
 The difficulty in tracing the literacy levels of girls relates to the fact that 
girls who could not take advantage of the private tutoring provided in the grand houses were not 
being taught Latin and since being literate in English or any other vernacular language did not count 
as being ‘learned’ or ‘educated’, the literacy skill levels of girls and women tended to be invisible or 
ignored. This was also the case for boys and men who had no Latin, although the incidence of male 
involvement in the production and witnessing of written documents has left historians with an 
empirical indication of the extent of male involvement in a literacy practices, however limited those 
records may be as indicators of the extent of male or female literacy levels. Historical work on wills 
and other legal documents is not of much assistance since some historians argue that the habit of 
signing with a cross or some other mark was not particularly well connected with illiteracy. Many 
people could read but could not write due to the separation of these skills in the curriculum and to 
their developmental treatment. Teachers could not begin teaching a child to write until he or she 
could read. In addition, historical work which concentrates on schooling usually attends to ‘grammar 
schools’ which were the equivalent of modern secondary levels of education, and not to primary, or 
elementary schooling where the teaching of basic literacy was taking place. If girls and women were 
literate in a vernacular language it was most definitely only at the level of primary or elementary 
education, and perhaps only for three or four years of schooling. 
These commonalities provide a glimpse of the ideas informing the work of these practising 
schoolmasters. But one further point needs to be made before passing on to describe in more detail 
the work of one of the most famous of this group, Roger Ascham: that is, that in each case, the 
published work was one of significant influence if outside references of the day and publishing 
histories are to be trusted as indicators of influence. Edmund Coote’s work went through thirty-
seven editions in the seventy years following its first appearance; the last recorded edition was in 
1704. I have not tracked the publishing histories of all these works but Elyot’s book, for instance, 
first published in 1531, went through six editions in the next thirty years and was still being reprinted 
in the nineteenth century. It is fair to say that these practising educators, or civil intellectuals, set the 
scene, with the connivance of ‘government’, for educational innovation for at least the next century, 
and in many cases, well beyond it. Although, in the twentieth century it seems that the work of 
philosophers of education is credited with forming the educational advances of their time, if the 
number of editions and reprints are a guide to the extent of their influence then the publications of 
the sixteenth century schoolmasters is far in excess of that of philosophers. And although I do not 
understand the significance of the following point, or even if it is a significant point, the 
schoolmasters make little or no reference in their own publications to the work of their 
contemporary philosophers. 
The work which far outsold and out-published any other of its time, however, was that of 
Roger Ascham. First published in 1570, a year after Ascham’s death, The Schole Master remained in 
publication through the next three hundred years: for this and other reasons I have selected this 
work to stand as a representative example of the work of the period. Ascham modelled his 
curriculum and teaching methods on those of Johann Sturm, a German educator. My knowledge of 
Sturm’s work is limited to what I have read of Ian Hunter’s discussion of Sturm’s renovation of the 
rhetorical curriculum at the Strassburg Hochsheule during the sixteenth century. As Hunter 
expresses it: 
Sturm’s humanism was secular in the sense of conceiving education as the rhetorical 
training of political and legal orators, rather than as the theoretical training of 
speculative theologians. The student of this humanistic discipline was supposed to pass 
through the university and into the political and professional life of the city, not to find 
his vocation in speculation and the vita contemplativa. The Ciceronian rhetorical 
modelling of linguistic skills and ethical dispositions was in fact meant to provide an 
alternative intellectual and moral formation to that offered by scholasticism – to marry 
eloquence to piety but to locate them both firmly in civic life (34) 
Son of a house steward, Roger Ascham, 1515-69, schoolmaster, tutor, diplomat and civil 
servant, is an exemplar of this ‘new’ type of person, multi-skilled and active in public life, emerging 
in England around the middle of the sixteenth century. Despite uncertain origins, these young men 
were integrated into the society of noble and imperial households, by virtue of shared educational 
experiences and qualifications, and by virtue of skills dedicated to active participation in the political 
and commercial life of urban centres, in keeping with the state’s newfound need for such people. 
Henry VIII and his royal successors and advisors in the sixteenth century, irrespective of their 
conflicting stand on issues of religion, recognised the hallmarks of effective ‘public servants’ and put 
them to work in what they viewed as the best interests of ‘the state’ and ‘the people’. In advance of 
the reconfigurations of pedagogies and curricula that they would propose for the construction of 
people such as themselves, these ‘humanist’ educators emerged from the new amalgamations of 
piety and ethics forged in the Reformation and resulting in part from an array of conflicting 
philosophical and political practices. 
Born in Yorkshire, one of many children, Roger Ascham was adopted by Anthony Wingfield, 
‘gentleman’, at an early age and educated with Wingfield’s children. An unremarkable student 
academically, he entered St John’s College, Cambridge in 1530, graduating when he was eighteen 
years of age, which was usual for the time since students commonly embarked upon university 
studies at fifteen years of age. From the perspective of the late twentieth century, these sixteenth 
century students both entered and departed from the university while still mostly in ‘boyhood’ and 
this remained the case at least during the next two centuries. Hunter makes the point regarding 
Kant’s students engaged in radical critique in eighteenth century Germany that it is misleading to 
assume that these were ‘lone scholars spontaneously doubting the self-sufficiency of experience’. 
Rather, claims Hunter, the image is of ‘a lecture hall full of boys being required to mistrust 
experiential judgments’ (1996, 5). The interest here, however, is not so much in Ascham’s training in 
the mistrust of experiential judgments, but in the production of a particular personal demeanour 
supported by a combination in the one person of capacities in languages, music, physical dexterity 
and writing (particularly the writing of English). These were ‘new’ capacities unrelated to the 
requirements of the Church for a vocation involving speculative contemplation of life and the self, 
attached to compartmentalised, discrete sets of skills. 
A month after graduation Ascham was offered a fellowship at St John’s College where he 
continued to teach and study until obtaining a Master of Arts degree in 1537 and becoming a full-
time tutor. He was described as a ‘great explainer of Greek writers’, an accomplished musician and 
archer and ‘one of the few who excelled in the mechanical art of writing’.25 He became famous as a 
teacher who ‘courted his scholars to study by every incitement, treated them with great kindness, 
instilled learning and piety, enlightened their minds and formed their manners’ (iv). In 1544 his 
book, written in English, on the history, teaching and performance of archery, ‘Toxophilus’, was 
published to great acclaim. Henry VIII was so impressed by this text’s advocacy of a combination of 
scholarly pursuits with physical dexterity that he made Ascham a yearly payment for his efforts. 26
In addition to being promoted to the post of ‘orator’ to the University, Ascham also tutored 
the then Princess Elizabeth. On the accession of Edward VII to the throne he was appointed Latin 
Secretary to the court and sent on a diplomatic mission to Germany. Although Edward’s death and 
the accession of Mary to the throne marked the end of the Reformation and the beginning of the 
period of persecution for Protestants, Ascham somehow managed to escape having to recant and 
also, more surprisingly, continued in the employ of the Royal household as Latin Secretary, despite 
its support for the Church of Rome. In this capacity he would have been required to write reports 
from Queen Mary to the Pope on the progress of the restoration of the Roman Catholic Church in 
England, whilst keeping his personal, anti-Pope views to himself. In this respect he provides an 
exemplary instance of the new person; one who was capable of separating civil and spiritual 
capacities, a skill which would become crucial to the success of emergent European states in 
maintaining peaceful administration of diverse populations, and possibly a key to his physical 
survival during this period.   
 
As these brief details attest, Ascham was in his conduct and demeanour, and in his 
formidable array of rhetorical and moral competencies, a precursor to the type of person taken as a 
target of a form of humanist pedagogy, accessing new combinations of piety and oratory which 
Ascham both practised and preached in his roles as teacher and writer. His book, The Schole Master 
provides a useful guide to this patchwork of migrating strategies and techniques for teaching the 
capacities which, while not invented by the new alliance of Church and state in education, were 
recognised for their potential to serve the interests of the state in effective management and 
administration of all forms of commercial and civil life. 
The form of secular humanistic curriculum advanced by Ascham and influenced by Sturm’s 
reconstruction of rhetorical curricula in Strassburg contained the following elements: it was anti-
metaphysical in its commitment to the idea that experience could not serve as an accurate guide to 
reality, and that the most likely scenario was that experience, far from being a reflection of truth, 
was a construction of learning; it was secular in its educational objective of providing a rhetorical 
training for young men whose success in the professional life of cities would rest in part with their 
oratorical skills; it was ‘child centred’ in its insistence that the teacher construct a program of 
instruction that suited the ‘nature of the child’ and that the master be guided at all times by the 
needs and abilities of his students. This included an understanding of ‘developmental’ stages of 
childhood relating to age and social circumstance and a consistent stress on the need for the teacher 
to provide positive reinforcement rather than negative feedback. Physical discipline had no part in 
this approach and Ascham seemed to be genuinely convinced, after decades of teaching, that all 
children want to learn and will flourish in the proper educational environment. He modelled a 
process for providing positive feedback to students who made mistakes by providing the 
conversational prompts that a teacher should use. The method was based on praise, ‘let your 
scholar never be afraid to ask you any doubt’ (202) and for older students, Cicero formed the core of 
the reading texts, thereby providing the link between literary education and a particular moral 
formation which would be put to work in the interests of grooming an elite corps of civil servants 
capable of combining an inner restraint with a professional detachment in the dispensing of civil 
duties. 
But although committed to teaching the vernacular, Ascham held pluralist views on literacy 
education and pursued the ideal of a command of both Latin and the classics, and reading, writing 
and the correct pronunciation of English. He adapted a technique for teaching students to gain 
control over the key features of Latin grammar and texts which consisted of what current educators 
might call a contextual approach. That is, he outlined a way of teaching Latin from a ‘whole’ text as 
opposed to beginning with words, orders of words, then sentences. Moving between English and 
Latin, the teacher began by reading the Epistles of Cicero and then progressively taught the grammar 
rules by working with the text rather than teaching the rules separately and out of context. In the 
process of a lengthy dedication to classical texts, particularly Cicero, the student built up a repertoire 
of capacities, including linguistic skills and an ethical disposition that equipped him to enter public 
life. Rather than being dedicated to the needs of the Church for a population of contemplative 
monks, choristers and clerics, reading emerged through the type of curriculum and pedagogy 
advanced by Ascham and his contemporaries as a wide-ranging practice, combining piety and 
oratorical skills in the service of the commercial, political and professional needs of public life. 
One more point remains regarding the teaching of beginning reading. Ascham describes it 
thus: 
After the childe hath learned perfitlie the eight parts of speach, let him then learne the 
right joyning together of substantives with adjectives, the nowne with the verbe, the 
relative with the antecedents.27
This was a common view of the teaching of beginning reading. William Kempe, a noted 
schoolmaster and contemporary of Ascham’s, outlined in 1588 the Ciceronic-Ramistic theory of 
imitation and its application to the teaching of beginning reading: 
 
These the Scholler shall learne perfectly, namely, to knowe the letters by their figures, 
to sound them aright with their proper names, and to ioyne them together, the vowels 
with vowels and diphthongs, and the consonants with vowels and other syllables 
(1588, 25). 
And further on Kempe outlined the same theory as it applied to teaching reading at a more 
advanced level. 
Wherefore first the scholler shall learne the precepts: secondly, he shall learne to note 
to the examples of the precepts in unfoulding other mens works: thirdly, to imitate the 
examples in some worke of his owne: fourthly and lastly, to make some what alone 
without an example (1588, 38). 
By the end of the nineteenth century this imitative method for teaching reading was aligned 
with educational approaches that were considered to be instrumental, functional, directive and 
reproductive of existing ideologies and social power formations. As such they were eventually 
replaced in the upper grades where literary ‘criticism’ became the core of the reading curriculum by 
adaptations of the pedagogies dedicated to fostering the type of reflective, self-problematisation 
more familiar in current English education classes. By the late eighteenth century the beginning 
reading scene was awash with educational advice to teachers and parents on the aspects of rote and 
drill methods on the delicate sensibilities of the young. Most often the complaints were about 
beginning reading strategies which were considered to inhibit children’s creativity through too much 
stress on rote learning and memorisation and which restricted their freedom of expression through 
a preoccupation with correct spelling and pronunciation. The business of learning to read was 
aligned by the end of the eighteenth century with the requirement of children that they be able to 
demonstrate their ‘connection’ in meaningful ways with the texts they were learning to read. It was 
no longer enough to ‘articulate the words, and join them together...unless one can pronounce well, 
observe all the proper stops, vary the voice, express the sentiments, and read with a delicate 
intelligence, one is not reading’. 28
Meaning-based approaches to teaching beginning reading were expanded during the 
eighteenth century and existed uncomfortably beside the more traditional imitative methods 
through to the twentieth century. Although we still do not know how children learn to read, 
probably the major advance of the 1990s has been an expanding acceptance of the view that no one 
method or approach suits all children and that the use of a range of beginning reading strategies is 
probably the safest route. Nevertheless, the teaching of beginning reading has never been able to 
free itself entirely from the charge that it relies on a certain amount of repetition and imitation, and 
for this reason it sits apart from its sister discipline, English, which has resisted with varying degrees 
of success, attempts in recent years to introduce into the writing curriculum, at least, approaches 
based on the modelling and reproduction of particular text types. The current onslaught of ‘critical 
literacy’ theory on the domain of early literacy acquisition is another symptom of the anxiety 
engendered in English education by an aversion to interventionist or explicit teaching.
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Questions and problems 
I would like to conclude this preliminary discussion by linking some other points discussed 
above with the issue of the social functions of beginning reading education. First, it is not very useful 
to think historically about the teaching of beginning reading as the gradual acquisition of better and 
better methods. There is no lack of evidence of the existence of the full range of current methods in 
the nineteenth century, and this preliminary study suggests that the range was just as extensive as 
far back as the sixteenth century. Rather than a gradual progression from ill-informed, mismanaged 
and time consuming strategies to present methods, we have the piecemeal appropriation of various 
existing approaches (many of which were derived from the methods of the Greeks and Romans) and 
the adaptation and recombination in classrooms intersected by the competing and contingent 
events of the time. 
Secondly, it is probably not helpful to the debate to continue to view beginning reading 
teaching as an example of an instrumental pedagogy which requires adjustment (or reconstruction) 
in favour of a ‘progressive’ perspective. Critiques of beginning reading as instrumental and 
disconnected from the experiences of the child were already well-established in the eighteenth 
century but became a ‘standard’ trope in nineteenth century discussions. John Bligh, writing in 1835, 
noted that ‘in all cases, the process of learning to read by the ABC or syllabic method is more or less 
artificial and mechanical, and affords scope for little more than passive imitation’.30
By the twentieth century the hostility to imitative methods was even more pronounced and 
educators were more explicit about what they saw as the social functions of reading. William Gray 
commented: ‘any training in reading that merely teachers the learner to recognise the forms and 
sounds of letters and to collate sounds in the pronunciation of words falls far short of the broader 
personal and social goals sought through reading’.
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Periodically, literacy debates enter the public arena, usually through media channels. 
Although the lines of these debates tend to be predictable and repetitive over time, and are often 
little more than an attack on teachers and teacher educators, it could be useful to pay more sober 
attention to aspects of their configuration and content. In the latest round of recriminations boys 
have emerged, as they did in the 1960s in the United States, as a target for political and educational 
anxiety.
 Beginning reading was gradually detached from 
the realm of ‘mechanical skill’ which formed a small part of the personal armoury of the ‘new 
person’ and attached, instead, to the formation of the critical, self-reflective subject, so familiar to 
educators in the last part of the twentieth century. No longer the preserve of ‘English’, the formation 
of the critical, self-reflective subject has become, increasingly, the job of the beginning reading 
teacher. To expect a child to be able to recognise letters and words, and to read fluently and with 
comprehension, was considered to be too limiting in terms of the individual’s freedom to express 
him or herself, and in terms of blocking the child’s access to the ideological nature of the text. It then 
became the responsibility of the early childhood teacher to require the student to be alert to the 
relations of domination carried through the text, and to adopt a particular way of relating to the self 
and others. Ways of reading which involved self-doubt, introspection and empathy became a part of 
the technique against which the beginning reading student could measure his or her moral 
development. In the transition from treating beginning reading as a mechanical skill to viewing it as a 
component through which the socio-cultural production of the subject took place, personal goals for 
the beginning reader began to include a range of techniques for relating to the self. Gray provides an 
inventory of these: ‘thoughtful reaction to what is read with appropriate emotional responses; and 
the integration of the ideas acquired with the readers’ previous experiences. The last step 
mentioned is at the heart of the learning act in reading and it is essential if new and clearer 
understandings, rational attitudes, and improved thought and behaviour patterns are to be 
acquired’. (15) 
32 However, rather than keeping the temperature of the debate high through the application 
of critical analytical formulae, it may be time to rethink in historical terms the relationship between 
pedagogies and modes of self conduct. The ethics work in Australia is, I think, providing important 
leads in this direction. 
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